AMBER & JOHN’S WISH LIST

NIGHT BLOOMING JASMINE MASSAGE $370.00 PER COUPLE
Slip into the beauty of twilight with this massage designed to enhance the bond between you and that special
someone. Performed after hours in a location of your choosing, this aromatic massage uses the delicate aromas
of jasmine and the artistic touch of the therapists' hands create a not soon forgotten couples' experience.

ATV ADVENTURE $180.00 PER PERSON
Let us take you back in time on our powerful, all-terrain ATV! Rev your engines as we pass through a
large historical estate, once home to one of Saint Lucia’s largest banana plantations. Tune in as we take a
deep delve into the rich history of the island including how the locals use the beloved banana plant. Take
the dirt path and be amazed at scenic St. Lucia from one of the most popular view points on the island. Go
off road and revel in an adventure you won't soon forget!

SCENT OF LOVE COUPLES MASSAGE $340.00 PER COUPLE
Rekindle the flame of love, as we take you and that special someone on a romantic journey that highlights
the indigenous aromas of the Caribbean. Your therapist will guide you through a romantic candle lighting
and warm massage oil ritual based upon your chosen sensory experience.
SAINT LUCIA SUNSET EVEING PARTY CRUISE $77.00 PER PERSON
Join us aboard the ultimate party cruise featuring island rhythms spun by our DJ and learn to dance
'Lucian style'. Enjoy stunning views of the coastline, delectable appetizers and an open bar serving
cocktails, rum punch, draft beer, wines and champagne. If you're lucky, you might just see the
magnificent green flash as the sun dips below the horizon.

CATAMARAN & SNORKEL $90.00 PER PERSON
Take a trip with us over to the beautiful Anse Chastanet where you'll be able to snorkel its breathtaking
coral gardens and see an array of colorful fish. Climb back aboard on your luxurious catamaran where
your captain will continue sailing in search of more pristine snorkeling locations and coves for you to
explore. Once you fill your snorkeling appetite, we'll make a stop near the beach, where the onboard chef
will prepare lunch fresh from the grill for you to enjoy with complimentary beverages from the bar. Enjoy
the rest of your day on the water with stand up paddle boards and flotation devices provided for your
enjoyment. Get ready for a day of adventure as you explore Saint Lucia by sea.

